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If S is an affine extension of R, intermediate rings need not in general be affine over R. In the 
case where each intermediate ring is affine over R, S is said to be strongly affine over R. This 
hypothesis mplies that tr.deg. S/R<_ I, and in the case where tr.deg. S/R = 1, R is Noetherian so 
that (R, S) is a Noetherian pair. If R is a Noetherian universally Japanese ring, then S is strongly 
affine over R for each affine extension S of R such that (R, S) is a Noetherian pair. We consider 
the strongly affine property for Priifer domains and show, for example, that an affine overring 
of a Priifer domain D with Noetherian spectrum is strongly affine over D if and only if there are 
only a finite number of intermediate rings. 
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Introduction 
By an affine extension of a ring R, we mean an extension ring S of R that is 
finitely generated as a ring extension of R. If S is affine over R, intermediate rings 
need not be affine over R. For example, Theorem 2.3 shows that each ring between 
R and the polynomial ring R[X] is affine over R if and only if R is a Noetherian 
von Neumann regular ing. It follows that tr.deg. S/R_< 1 for each strongly aft-me 
extension S of R, and R admits a strongly affine extension of transcendence d gree 
1 onty if R is a finite direct sum of fields. In this article we investigate various ques- 
tions concerning strongly affine extensions. Attention is focussed on Noetherian 
rings. In that case, S strongly affine over R implies that each intermediate ring is 
Noetherian so that (R, S) is a Noetherian pair in the sense of Wadsworth [28]. The 
converse need not hold, but we show in Corollary 3.7 that for a Noetherian univer- 
sally Japanese ring R, each affine extension S of R for which (R, S) is a Noetherian 
pair is, in fact, strongly affine over R. 
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Section 1 contains results that reduce certain questions concerning strongly affine 
extensions to a consideration of integral domains. This enables us to apply 
Wadsworth's results to the Noetherian case, for his work on Noetherian pairs in [28] 
deals only with integral domains. In Section 4 we give several necessary conditions 
on an affine extension in order that it be strongly affine. For example, Corollary 
4.10 states that if T is strongly affine over R, then dim T<__ dim R + 1. Section 5 of 
the paper considers affine extensions of Priifer domains. It is shown in Corollary 
5.10 that if D is a Priifer domain that satisfies a.c.c, on prime ideals, then each 
affine overring of D is strongly affine over D if and only if each nonzero ideal of 
D is contained in only finitely many prime ideals of D. Theorem 5.17 states that an 
integrally closed domain is Prfifer if each affine overring of D is strongly affine over 
D. Transitivity for strongly affine extensions and Noetherian pairs is considered in 
Section 6. It is shown, for example, in Corollary 6.5 that if R c_ S c_ T are rings, 
where R is Noetherian and universally Japanese, and dim(T/P) > 2 for each minimal 
prime P of T, then the assumption that T/S and S/R are strongly affine implies that 
T/R is strongly affine if and only if the nilradical of T is a finitely generated R- 
module. 
All rings considered in this paper are assumed to be commutative rings with iden- 
tity. If rings R and T are given, with R a subring of T, then we assume that T is 
a unitary extension of R - that is, that T and R have the same identity element. On 
the other hand, if R is given and an extension ring T is constructed, then we 
sometimes need to observe that T and R have the same identity element. If R and 
T are commutative unitary rings, then a unitary ring homomorphism ¢} :R-~T 
defines T as an R-algebra [4, p. 29]. In particular, if T is given as a residue class 
ring T'/I, where T' is a unitary extension ring of R, then we consider T as an R- 
algebra where the ring homomorphism of R into T is tacitly understood to be the 
restriction to R of the canonical homomorphism from T' to T. We use _c to denote 
inclusion and < to denote proper inclusion. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let R be a ring and let T be an extension ring of R. In this section we prove some 
basic results concerning conditions under which T is strongly affine over R. As in- 
dicated in the introduction, it is natural to consider questions concerning Noetherian 
pairs in investigating strongly affine extensions. Thus Theorem 1.4 shows that if R 
//  
is Noetherian and if {Ai}n=l is a finite family of ideals of T such that n~ Ai = (0), 
then T is strongly affine over R if and only if T/A  i is strongly affine over 
R/(AiAR)  for each i, and its corollary, (1.7), shows that T is strongly affine over 
R if and only if (R, T) is a Noetherian pair and T/P is strongly affine over R/(P n R) 
for each minimal prime P of T. 
The routine proof of our first result, Proposition 1.1, is omitted. 
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Proposition 1.1. Assume that R is a ring and T is an extension ring of  R. Let A be 
an ideal of  T and let N be a multiplicative system in R. 
(1) I f  T is strongly affine over R, then T/A is strongly affine over R/(A t')R) and 
TN is strongly affine over R N. 
(2) I f  (R, T) is a Noetherian pair, then so are (R/(A t')R), T/A) and (RN, TN). 
By use of the notion of a subdirect sum, numerous questions concerning strongly 
affine extensions can be reduced to consideration of integral domains; this is par- 
ticularly true for Noetherian rings. The definition of a subdirect sum is as follows. 
S n Let { i}i=1 be a finite family of rings, let S=SIe. . .O)Sn,  and let ni be the projec- 
tion map of S onto Si. A subring R of S containing the identity element of S is said 
to be a subdirect sum of S1,..., Sn (or a subdirect sum of S) if rti(R) = Si for each 
n 
i. I f  {Ai}n=l is a finite family of ideals of a ring T such that (71A/=(0),  then it is 
well-known that T is a subdirect sum of T/A~, ..., T/An. 
Proposition 1.2. Let {R/}n= 1 be a finite family of  rings and for each i, let Si be an 
extension ring of Ri. Set R =R1G. . .@R n and S=SI@."OSn.  
(1) I f  T is a subdirect sum of  $1, ..., Sn, then S is a finitely generated integral ex- 
tension of  T. 
(2) I f  H is a subdirect sum of  R l,..., Rn and if Si is finitely generated over R i fo r  
each i, then S is finitely generated over H. 
Proof. For each i, let ei denote the idempotent of S with 1 in its ith coordinate and 
zeros elsewhere, and for s t  S i, se i denotes the element of S with s in its ith co- 
ordinate and zeros elsewhere. In (1), it is straightforward to show that S= 
T[el,..., en], where each ei satisfies the monic polynomial X 2 -  X and hence is in- 
tegral over T. To prove (2), assume that Si =Ri[{so}~] for each i. It is routine to 
verify that S=R[{ei}n=l, {sijei] 1 <i<_n, 1 <_j<_k}]. 
The proof of the next result uses the following lemma due to Artin and Tate [3]: 
Assume that R is a Noetherian ring, that S is an extension ring of R and that T is 
an intermediate ring. If  S is a finitely generated R-algebra and a finitely generated 
module over T, then T is a finitely generated R-algebra. 
Proposition 1.3. Let T be an extension ring of the Noetherian ring R and let 
{A/}n=l be a finite family of  ideals of  T such that NTAi=(O). I f  T/Ai is finitely 
generated over R/(Ai NR) for each i, then T is finitely generated over R. 
Proof. We apply the Artin-Tate lemma to the rings R c_ To_ (T/AI) ~ ...O)(T/An)= 
S. Since R is imbedded as a subdirect sum of R/(A1NR), . . . ,R/(AnNR),  part (2) 
of Proposition 1.2 shows that S is a finitely generated R-algebra, and part (1) of 
(1.2) implies that S is a finitely generated T-module. Since R is Noetherian, T is a 
finitely generated R-algebra, as asserted. 
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The next theorem and its corollaries contain the reduction techniques for 
Noetherian rings referred to after Proposition 1.1. 
Theorem 1.4. Let the notation and hypotheses on R, T, and {A/}~= l be as in the 
statement of  Proposition 1.3. The ring T is strongly affine over R if and only if 
T/A  i is strongly affine over R/(A i AR) for  each i. 
Proof. The 'only if' part of the statement follows from Proposition 1.1. To prove 
n 
the other direction, let S be an intermediate ring and note that ni= ~ (Ai n s )= (0). 
If each T/A i is strongly affine over R/(AiAR),  then so is each S/(AiNS), and 
Proposition 1.3 shows S is strongly affine over R. 
The following statement is proved as Proposition 3.9 of [11]; we label it as (1.5) 
for the sake of reference. 
1.5. Assume that S is an extension ring of  the ring R, that T is a finitely generated 
ring extension of  R in S, and that S= T + N, where N is a finitely generated nilpotent 
ideal of  S. Then S is a finitely generated ring extension of  R. 
Corollary 1.6. Let S be an extension ring of  the Noetherian ring R. Assume that S 
has only finitely many minimal prime ideals and that S/P is strongly affine over 
R / (PAR)  for each minimal prime P of  S. Then each intermediate ring with finitely 
generated nilradical is finitely generated over R. In particular, S is strongly affine 
over R i f  either (1) S is reduced, or (2) the nilradical of  S is a finitely generated R- 
module, or (3) (R, S) is a Noetherian pair. 
Proof. Let T be an intermediate ring and let N be the nilradical of T. Theorem 1.4 
shows that T/N is finitely generated over R/(NNR) .  Thus T= R[tl,... ,  tk] + N for 
some tl, t2, . . . ,  tk~ T and (1.5) shows that T is finitely generated over R. 
Corollary 1.7. Assume that S is an extension ring of  the Noetherian ring R. Then 
S is strongly affine over R if and only if (R, S) is a Noetherian pair and S/P is 
strongly affine over R / (PAR)  for  each minimal prime P of S. 
Proof. The conditions given are clearly necessary in order that S should be strongly 
affine over R. To prove that they are sufficient, it is enough, in view of Corollary 
1.6, to show that S is affine over R. Let N(S) and N(R) denote the nilradicals of 
S and R, respectively. Proposition 1.3 shows that S/N(S) is affine over R/N(R). 
Moreover, (R, S) a Noetherian pair implies that N(S) is a finitely generated R- 
module [19, p. 378]. Therefore S is an affine extension of R, and this completes the 
proof. 
The proof of the next result, like that of (1.7), also uses Proposition 1.3; the result 
yields a partial converse of part (2) of Proposition 1.1. 
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Proposition 1.8. Assume that T is an extension ring of the Noetherian ring R, that 
T is reduced and is contained in an affine extension S of R. I f  TN is a strongly af- 
fine extension of Rp for each maximal ideal P of R, where N= R - P, then T is a 
strongly affine R-algebra. 
Proof. If T~ is a subring of T containing R, then the assumptions we have made 
concerning T carry over to T 1 . Hence, it suffices to show that T itself is affine over 
R. Each minimal prime of T is contracted from a minimal prime of S and S has 
only finitely many minimal primes. Thus T has only finitely many minimal primes 
and Proposition 1.3 shows that T is affine over R if T/P is affine over R for each 
minimal prime P of T. The hypotheses on T are also satisfied for T/P, considered 
as an R/(P N R)-algebra; hence we may assume without loss of generality that T is 
an integral domain, and in this case it follows from [15, p. 377] that T is a finitely 
generated R-algebra. 
Remark 1.9. Without the assumption that R is Noetherian, the conclusion of Pro- 
position 1.8 need not hold. For example, consider a purely transcendental field 
extension K=k(X, Y) and the rank-one discrete valuation ring V=k[X, Y]O')= 
k(X) +M, where M is the maximal ideal of V. Then R = k[X] +M is a two- 
dimensional Priifer domain and K= R[1/Y] is a finitely generated R-algebra. But 
K is not strongly affine over R since V is not finitely generated over R. On the other 
hand, R localized at any maximal ideal P is a rank-two valuation ring, so that K 
is strongly affine over Rp. 
Let T be an extension ring of R. In part (b) of Lemma 1 of [28], Wadsworth 
shows that if R has only finitely many maximal ideals and if (RM, TM) is a 
Noetherian pair for each maximal ideal M of R, then (R, T) is also a Noetherian 
pair; here T M denotes TN, where N= R-  M. The following example stablishes the 
necessity of the hypothesis that R has only finitely many maximal ideals. 
Example 1.10. We prove the existence of Noetherian domains R and T such that 
(R, T) is not a Noetherian pair, but for each maximal ideal M of R, (RM, TM)is a 
Noetherian pair. Let D be a one-dimensional Noetherian domain such that the in- 
tegral closure D* of D is not a finite D-module, but for each maximal ideal P of 
D, the integral closure of Dp is a finite Dp-module (cf. [23, Example 8, p. 211]). 
Let R be the polynomial ring D[X] and set T=D*[X]. Then (R, T) is not a 
Noetherian pair, for if {Di}i% 1is a strictly ascending sequence of domains between 
D and D*, then D[{Di Xi}~* ] is a non-Noetherian domain between R and T. But 
for any maximal ideal M of R, TM is the integral closure of RM and is a finite RM- 
module, so (RM, TM) is a Noetherian pair. 
In concluding this section, we remark that a ring S is strongly affine over its sub- 
ring R if and only if the ascending chain condition holds for intermediate rings. In 
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particular, S is strongly affine over R if there exist only finitely many intermediate 
rings. This observation is enough to show that there are many nontrivial examples 
of strongly affine extensions for non-Noetherian rings. For example, if R is a valua- 
tion ring of finite rank and if S is an overring of R, then there are only finitely many 
rings between R and S. The Krull-Akizuki Theorem [23, p. 115] can be used to pro- 
vide examples of Noetherian pairs (R, S) of domains for which S is not strongly af- 
fine over R. For example, if D is a one-dimensional local domain whose integral 
closure D* is not a finitely generated D-module and if K is a finite algebraic exten- 
sion field of the quotient field of D, then (D, K) is a Noetherian pair, K-is finitely 
generated over D, and K is not strongly affine over D. The other side of this coin 
is that there are conditions under which S a strongly affine R-algebra implies that 
R is Noetherian; this is the main theme of the next section. 
2. Conditions that imply Noetherian 
In a number of situations, the existence of a strongly affine extension T of R of 
a certain type implies that R (and hence T) is Noetherian. The most basic result to 
this form - that in which T is the polynomial ring in one variable over R - is covered 
in Theorem 2.3. We begin with another esult of this kind that is also used in the 
proof of Theorem. 2.3. 
Proposition 2.1. I f  T is a strongly affine R-algebra and i f  T as an R-module can be 
expressed as a direct sum T= R G F, with F a nonzero free R-module, then R is 
Noetherian. 
Proof. For an ideal A of R, consider the R-subalgebra S = R + A T of T. From the 
fact that T as an R-module has the form T=ReF,  it follows that S=R~)AF  as 
an R-module. By assumption, S is finitely generated as an R-algebra. Hence there 
exist finite subsets {ai}~_=l of A and {3~}~=1 of F such that S=R[al f l , . . . ,anfn] .  
This means that S = R 0 (al , . . . ,  an)F= R ~AF and hence that (al, ..., an) = A. Thus 
each ideal of R is finitely generated and R is Noetherian. 
Remark 2.2. That F is a free R-module in Proposition 2.1 was only used to conclude 
that if A and B are ideals of R with AF= BF, then A = B. Therefore the conclusion 
of (2.1) holds more generally for any F satisfying this condition; thus, for example, 
it holds for an F which has a free R-module direct summand. 
Theorem 2.3. Let T= R[X] be the polynomial ring in one variable over R. The 
fol lowing conditions are equivalent. 
(1) T is strongly affine over R. 
(2) (R, T) is a Noetherian pair. 
(3) R is a Noetherian yon Neumann regular ring - that is, a f inite direct sum of  
fields. 
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Proof. The pair R c_ T satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 2.1, so (1) implies that 
R is Noetherian, and hence that (R, T) is a Noetherian pair. Assume that (2) is 
satisfied. To prove that R is von Neumann regular, we show that a ~ a2R for each 
aeR.  The intermediate ring R[{aXk}~=l] is Noetherian, so in this ring, aXn+16 
(aX, aX2, . . . ,aX n) for some positive integer n. Writing aXn+l=~aXi f i  with 
e R[{aXk}] and equating coefficients of X n+l yields the desired conclusion that 
a ~ aER. 
(3)=(1). Assume that R =FI0) . - -OF#,  where each Fi is a field. Then R[X] is the 
direct sum of the polynomial rings F/[X], and Theorem 1.4 shows that to prove 
(1), it suffices to prove that Fi[X] is strongly affine over F i for each i. Thus, if 
S.-/:Fi is an intermediate ring, then S contains a nonconstant monic polynomial 
f (X )  and Fi[X] is a finitely generated module over the Noetherian ring Fi[f]. It 
follows that S is a finite module over F/[ f ]  and a finitely generated ring extension 
of Fi. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
Remark. Theorem 2.3 also yields an answer to the following more general question: 
If R is a subring of S, under what conditions is (R, S[X]) an affine pair? If (R, S[X]) 
is an affine pair, then (R,R[X]) and (S, S[X]) are affine pairs, so by Theorem 2.3, 
each of R and S is a finite direct sum of fields. Also (R, SIX]) an affine pair implies 
that S is a finite R-module. This can be seen, for example, from the fact that 
R 4-XS[X] is affine over R. Part (1) of Proposition 6.2 shows that, conversely, if 
R and S are finite direct sums of fields with S a finite R-module, then (R, SIX]) is 
an affine pair. 
Corollary 2.4. I f  T is a strongly affine extension of  R such that T/R is not algebraic, 
then R is Noetherian and von Neumann regular and the transcendence d gree of  T 
over R is one. 
Proof. Choose t ~ T transcendental over R. Since R[t] is strongly affine over R, 
Theorem 2.3 implies that R is Noetherian and von Neumann regular. Moreover, no 
subset {h, t2} of T is algebraically independent over R, for R[h, t2] is strongly af- 
fine over R[t~] and the polynomial ring R[X] is not von Neumann regular. 
Corollary 2.5. I f  T is a strongly affine extension of  R and if  B is an ideal o f  T such 
that T /B is not algebraic over R / (B  flR), then B tq R is a finite intersection o f  maxi- 
mal ideals of  R. 
For T/R algebraic, we show that T strongly affine over R frequently implies that 
R is Noetherian. 
Proposition 2.6. Assume that T is an extension ring of  the integral domain R, that 
T/R is strongly affine, and that there exists t ~ T such that t satisfies no linear 
polynomial over R (that is, i f  r ~ R and rt ~ R, then r = 0). Then R is Noetherian. 
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Proof. If t is transcendental over R, then R is a field by Theorem 2.3. Otherwise, 
choose a nonzero polynomial rnX n +... + r o in R[X] of minimal degree satisfied by 
t. Then O=rnt is integral over R and 1, 0, ..., 0 n-l is a free module basis for R[O] 
over R. By hypothesis, n> 1, so Proposition 2.1 implies that R is Noetherian. 
Suppose R is an integral domain with quotient field K. By an overring of R, we 
mean a subring of K containing R. The statement of Corollary 2.7 uses this 
terminology. 
Corollary 2.7. I f  the integral domain T is strongly affine over its subring R and if 
R is not Noetherian, then T is an overring of  R. 
3. Strongly affine extensions and Noetherian pairs 
Let T be an affine extension of its subring R. In Sections 3and 4, we seek to deter- 
mine conditions under which T is strongly affine over R, with primary emphasis on 
the case where R is Noetherian, and hence (R, T) is a Noetherian pair. For a field 
R, Alamelu has obtained the following result. 1
Result 1 (Theorem 2.4 of [1]). Assume that T is an affine ring over the field R. The 
following are equivalent. 
(1) T is strongly affine over R. 
(2) (R, T) is a Noetherian pair. 
(3)* dim T_ 1 and for each nonmaximal prime P of  T, P is the only P-primary 
ideal. 
Corollary 1.7 shows that in considering strongly affine extensions in the 
Noetherian case, it is important to examine Noetherian pairs (R, T) of integral do- 
mains with T affine over R to determine conditions under which T is strongly affine 
over R. In this connection, Wadsworth in [29, p. 302] obtained the following 
definitive result. 
Result 2 (Theorem A of [29]). Let R be a Noetherian integral domain and T a do- 
main which is finitely generated over R. Every ring between R and T is finitely 
generated over R if and only i f  either 
(1) R is not a field, and 
(a) the integral closure R" of  R in T is finitely generated over R; 
I Theorem 2.4 of [1] states that three conditions (1)-(3) are equivalent. Conditions (1) and (2) are as 
given in Result 1, but (3) is misstated in [1], since it neither implies nor is implied by conditions (1) and 
(2). This error is merely technical in nature, for results of [1] preceeding Theorem 2.4 shows that (1) and 
(2) are equivalent to (3)* of Result 1; this is surely what Alamelu intended for condition (3). 
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(b) T c N R~r, the intersection being taken over the maximal ideals M' of  R' 
of rank >_ 2 (replacing the intersection by the quotient field of  R' if  dim R = 1); 
or 
(2) R is a field and T has transcendence d gree <_ 1 over R. 
In this section, we continue to investigate conditions under which a Noetherian 
pair (D, T) of integral domains is such that T is affine over D. In particular, we seek 
conditions on D that imply T is strongly affine over D for each affine extension T 
of D such that (D, T) is a Noetherian pair. Oddly enough, there is no appeal to 
Wadsworth's Theorem A in Section 3. (The result is cited several times in Section 
4, however, and an alternate approach to the proof of Theorem 3.6 would be 
through Theorem A.) Rather, our work here represents an elaboration on some of 
the techniques of Wadsworth's earlier paper [28] concerning Noetherian pairs of in- 
tegral domains, as well as a refinement and extension of some of the results of [28]. 
To begin, we review some of the notation, terminology, and results of [28]. In 
discussing Noetherian pairs (D, T) of domains, Wadsworth distinguishes between 
the three cases: (i) dim D = 0 (that is, D is a field), (ii) dim D = 1, and (iii) dimD > 1. 
In case (i), T is either an algebraic extension field of D or the quotient field of T 
is an algebraic function field in one variable over D, and conversely. In case (ii), 
the quotient field of T is finite algebraic over the quotient field of D, and con- 
versely. To discuss the remaining case, we use the following terminology. If J is a 
Noetherian domain that is not a field, then a maximal ideal M of J is said to be 
a low maximal if M has height 1 and M is a high maximal if M has height greater 
than 1. The overring N {JM J M is a high maximal of J} of J is denoted by Z Note 
that if J has no low maximals, then J=  J and if J has no high maximals (that is, 
dim J= 1), then J is taken to be the quotient field of J. In case (iii), Theorems 8, 
10, and 13 of [28] show (1) if S is the integral closure of D in T, then TcS ,  and 
(2) if T l is any overring such that the integral closure SI of D in T 1 is finitely 
generated over D and T 1 c SI, then (D, T 1) is a Noetherian pair. Clearly dim D = 
dim T in case (iii). The preceding material will be used primarily in the statements 
and proofs of Proposition 3.4 and Theorem 3.6. The proof of Proposition 3.4 uses 
two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. Assume that S is an extension ring of R, that R is integrally closed in 
S, and that J is a multiplicatively closed set of  ideals o f  R. Then H = {s ~ S JsA c_ R 
for some A in Y}  is integrally closed in S. 
Proof. Assume that 
(*) sr + hr_l Sr-1 + ... + his + ho=O 
is an equation of integral dependence for an element s ~ S over H. There exists A ~ f 
such that hiAc_R for each i. We show that sAc_R. To do so, take aeA and 
multiply equation (,) by ar: 
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(sa)r + (hr_ la)(sa)r- l + . . .  + hoar = O. 
This is an equation of integral dependence for sa over R. Hence sa ~ R, sA c_ R, and 
s ~ H as we wished to show. 
Lemma 3.2. Let {Ma} be a family of low maximal ideals of the Noetherian domain 
D, let ~ be the multiplicative s t generated by {M~ }, and let D y be the generalized 
quotient ring of D with respect o Y.. Then MaD~r=D ~- for each M a, so D~r is a 
flat overring of D. 
Proof. Pick xeM a, x~:O. Then M~ is an associated prime of (x), and hence 
yM~c_ (x) for some y e D-M~ and some positive integer k. Therefore y /x~Dy 
and y=x(y /x )eMaDfND.  Since y¢M a, which is maximal, it follows that 
M~DfND=D,  so M~D~r=D~- as asserted in Lemma 3.2. Theorem 1.3 of [2] then 
shows that D~r is a flat overring of D (see also [5]). 
The proof of Proposition 3.4 also uses a theorem of Nagata [23, (33.1)] "which 
we label as (3.3). 
3.3. Assume that T is an overring of the Noetherian domain D such that D is in- 
tegrally closed in T and each prime ideal of D is contracted from T. Then D = T. 
Proposition 3.4. Assume that D is a Noetherian domain that is not a field and that 
T is a subring of 1) containing D such that D is integrally closed in T. Then there 
exists a unique family {M~} of low maximal ideals of D such that T=Dy, where 
f is the multiplicative set generated by {Ma}; in fact, {Ma} is the family of low 
maximal ideals of D that extend to T in T. 
Proof. To show that there exists at most one such family, we note that if M is a 
low maximal of D, then DM~ A {DQ[Q is prime in D and Q¢=M}. To prove this, 
choose x, y, and k as in the proof of Lemma 3.2 so that x e M-  {0}, y e D - M, and 
yMk C_ (x). Then (y/x)Mk c_D so that y/X~DQ for each Q~M but y /x¢D g. 
To prove existence of such a family, we assume that T~D. Since each prime Q 
of D that is not a low maximal is contracted from/),  hence from T, it follows from 
(3.3) that there exists a low maximal M of D that is not contracted from T, and 
hence MT= T. Let {Ma} be the family of all low maximals of D that extend to T 
in T and let ~be the multiplicative set of ideals generated by {Mr}. We show that 
T= D:r. If x ~ D~-, then xMa~ Ma2"'" M~k C_ D for some Mai, so xMal... Mak T= 
xTc_DT= T. This shows that xe  T and D~rc_ T. Lemma 3.1 shows that Dj- is in- 
tegraUy closed in T, Theorem 8 of [28] shows that D:r is Noetherian, and Lemma 
3.2 shows that D=r is a flat overring of D. Flatness implies that each localization of 
D f  is a localization of D; to prove that D:r contains T, we show that each of its 
localizations contains T. This is clear for the localizations Dp of D where P is not 
a low maximal of D. The low maximals of D that are contracted from D:r are 
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precisely the low maximals of D 
of D. Then D M C_ T(D_ M), DM is 
prime of D M is contracted from 
pletes the proof of Proposition 
not in the set {Ma}. Let M be such a low maximal 
integrally closed in T(D_M), and the unique proper 
T(D_M). By (3.3), D M = T(D_M) D_ T, and this com- 
3.4. 
Corollary 3.5. Let the notation and hypothesis concerning D, T, and {Ma} be as 
in the statement of  Proposition 3.4. I f  {Ma} is a finite set containing k elements, 
then there are exactly 2 k rings between D and T. Hence T is strongly affine over D 
in this case. 
Proof. If {M~} = {M 1, ..., Mk}, then the proof of Proposition 3.4 shows that the 
mapping from the set of subsets of {DMi}kl into the set of intermediate rings defin- 
ed by mapping a subset S of {DMi}~ to TN (~ S) is one-to-one and onto. Since 
{DMi}kl has 2 k subsets, the other conclusions of Corollary 3.5 follow. 
We remark that the case of Proposition 3.4 where D is one-dimensional (whence 
/~ is the quotient field of D) is due to Grell [14]; see also [6]. 
In the statement of Theorem 3.6, we call an integral domain D Japanese if the 
integral closure of D in any finite algebraic extension of its quotient field is a finite 
module over D. A ring R is said to be universally Japanese if R/P  is Japanese for 
each prime ideal P of R. Other authors use different erminology. For example, 
Matsumura in [22, p. 231] uses the term N-2  for what we are calling a Japanese 
domain, and the term Nagata ring for a Noetherian universally Javanese ring; 
Nagata [23, p. 131] refers to a Noetherian universally Japanese ring as a pseudo- 
geometric ring. The proof of Theorem 3.6 uses Alamelu's Theorem 2.4 stated as 
Result 1 at the beginning of this section. 
Theorem 3.6. Assume that D is a Noetherian Japanese domain. I f  T is an affine do- 
main over D such that (D, T) is a Noetherian pair, then T is strongly affine over D. 
Proof. For a field D, Theorem 3.6 follows from Alamelu's Theorem 2.4. Assume 
that dim D > 0, and let S be an intermediate ring. Denote by F, K, and L, respective- 
ly, the quotient fields of D, S, and T. Let A be the integral closure of D in S and 
let B be the integral closure of D in T. Wadsworth's results cited earlier show that 
S c_ A and that L /F  is algebraic. Thus, we have the following diagram. 
B T=D[01, ..., On]" L =F(O 1, ..., On) 
A S A K 
D F 
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Since D is Japanese, A is a finite D-module. Proposition 3.4 then shows that 
S = A~, where J- is the multiplicative set generated by the set {M~} of all low maxi- 
mals in A that extend to S in S. We observe that the set {Ma} is finite. We have 
L = BA_ (o), so there exists a e A - (0)  such that aO i E B for each i. Hence for s e S, 
there exists a positive integer k such that akseBNS=A.  This shows that 
Sc_A[1/a]. Thus, MaA[1/a] =A[1/a] for each a, so aeM a. Since A is Noetherian, 
it follows that {M~} is finite. Then Corollary 3.5 shows that S is affine over A, 
and hence affine over D. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.6. 
Corollary 3.7. Assume that R is a Noetherian universally Japanese ring. I f  S is a 
finitely generated extension ring of R such that (R, S) is a Noetherian pair, then S 
is strongly affine over R. 
Proof. Apply Corollary 1.7 and Theorem 3.6. 
Corollary 3.8. Assume that D is a one-dimensional Noetherian domain and T is an 
extension domain o lD  such that T is finitely generated and algebraic over D. I f  the 
integral closure of  D in T is a finitely generated D-module, then T is strongly affine 
over D. 
Proof. Let S be an intermediate domain and let A be the integral closure of D in 
S. The hypothesis implies that A is a finite D-module. The Krull-Akizuki Theorem 
implies that (A, S) is a Noetherian pair, and since S is contained in the affine exten- 
sion T of A, it follows as in the proof of Theorem 3.6 that only finitely many low 
maximals of A extend to S in S. Thus Corollary 3.5 implies that S is affine over 
A, and this completes the proof. 
Corollary 3.9. Assume that D is a one-dimensional Noetherian domain. 
(1) I f  the integral closure of  D is a finitely generated D-module, then each finitely 
generated overring of  D is strongly affine ove D. 
(2) I f  D is Japanese, then each extension domain T of  D such that T is finitely 
generated and algebraic over D is strongly affine over D. 
Proof. Each part of Corollary 3.9 is merely a global restatement of a case of Cor- 
ollary 3.8. 
4. Conditions in order that an affine extension be strongly affine 
If T is a finitely generated R-algebra, then of course T can be expressed as 
T=R[XI,  ..., Xn]/ I  for some ideal I of the polynomial ring R[X l, ..., Xn], and the 
question as to whether T is a strongly affine R-algebra can be pulled back to a con- 
sideration of the ideal I of R[X 1, ..., Xn]. Moreover, if R is Noetherian and I=  
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Ql n . . .  n Q~ is a primary decomposition of I in R[XI, ..., Xn], then by Theorem 1.4, 
T is a strongly affine R-algebra if and only if each of the rings R[XI,. . . ,  X~]/Qi is 
a strongly affine R-algebra. Thus, at least for R Noetherian, we are naturally led 
to the consideration of a primary ideal Q of R[XI, ..., Xn]. 2 We begin with a result 
that also holds in the non-Noetherian case. 
Proposition 4.1. Let Q be a primary ideal of  R[Xl, . . . ,X  n] such that Q<x/--Q=P, 
and assume that T=R[X  l, . . . ,Xn]/Q is strongly affine over R. I f  there exists a 
g~R[X1, . . . ,Xn]kQ such that (Q ,g)AR=QGR,  then T is integral over 
R/ (QOR).  In particular, i f  QGR =PAR,  then T is integral over R/ (QOR).  
Proof. We note first that we can assume geP\Q,  for if g~P,  then gP~Q,  and 
hence, by multiplying by an appropriate element of P, we obtain such a g ~ P \ Q. 
Moreover, by taking an appropriate power of g we may assume that  g2 E Q.  For 
notational simplicity we assume without loss of generality that QAR-- (0) .  Let 
g=g+Q denote the residue of g in T. For t~T,  consider the subring S= 
R[{g tn }~= 1] of T, and the ideal A = ({gt ~ }~= l) of S. Since g2 E Q,  A 2 = (0). Hence 
S is integral over R and the elements 1,¢t,¢t 2, ... generate S as an R-module. Be- 
cause T is strongly affine over R, S = R + Rgt +... + Rgt m for some positive integer 
m. Hence ¢tm+l=ro+qgt+".+rm¢t  with r ieR.  The fact that (Q,g)GR=(O) 
implies that r0 = 0. Therefore ~(t m+ 1 _ rmtm . . . . .  rlt) = 0 in T. Since Q is a primary 
ideal of R[XI, ...,X~] and g¢Q, we conclude that f=t  m÷l -rm tm . . . . .  rlt is in 
the nilradical P/Q of T. Hence some power of f gives an equation of integral 
dependence for t over R. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.1. 
In the case where R is Noetherian, we have results sharper than (4.1) that are, in 
fact, true in the more general setting where (R, S) is a Noetherian pair. In [12, 
Theorem 1.6], the following result is proved; we label it as (4.2) for reference. 
4.2. Assume that (R, S) is a Noetherian pair and that Q is a P-primary ideal of  S. 
(1) I f  Q~ P, then S/Q is a finitely generated R-module. 
(2) I f  S/Q is not a finitely generated R-module, then Q = P and there is no primary 
ideal of  S properly contained in P. Thus P is a minimal prime of  S and Sp is a 
field. 
By the dimension of an ideal A of a ring T, we mean the (Krull) dimension of 
the residue class ring T/A. For R a 0-dimensional Noetherian ring, we obtain the 
following result. 
2 Alternately, one could consider the case where R[XI, ..., X n] is Laskerian, but this added generality 
is illusory, for Heinzer and Ohm in [17] have shown that R is Noetherian if R[X 1, .... An] is Laskerian. 
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Theorem 4.3. Let  R be a O-dimensional Noetherian ring and let I be an ideal of  the 
polynomial ring R[XI,..., Xn]. I f  I= Q1 n.. .  n Qm is a primary decomposition for 
I, then T=R[X 1, ..., Xn]/I is a strongly affine R-algebra i f  and only if  each Qi has 
dimension <_ 1 and each Qi of  dimension 1 is such that Qi = ~ = Pi. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.4, T is a strongly affine R-algebra if and only if each 
R[XI,..., Xn]/Qi = Ti is. If Qi has dimension 0, then T/is a finite integral extension 
of R/(QiAR), and hence is a strongly affine R-algebra. If Qi =Pi is of dimension 
1, then T/is a 1-dimensional ffine domain over the field R/(Pi A R), whence by [1, 
Corollary 1.4, p. 204] or [29, Theorem A, p. 302], T/is a strongly affine R-algebra. 
Thus the stated conditions are sufficient. That they are also necessary follows from 
(4.2) and the following result (4.4), which appears as Corollary 1.8 of [12]. 
4.4. Assume that (R, S) is a Noetherian pair. Then dim R-  1 _< dim S_< dim R + 1, 
and if  dim R or dim S is greater than 1, then dim R = dim S. 
We make use of (4.4) in the case of a strongly affine extension of a Noetherian 
ring in the next two results. 
Theorem 4.5. Let D be a 1-dimensional Noetherian Japanese domain and let I be 
an ideal of  the polynomial ring D[X1,..., Xn]. I f  I= Q1 n. . .  n Qm is a primary 
decomposition for I, then T= D[XI,..., Xn]/I is a strongly affine D-algebra if  and 
only if  each Qi has dimension < 1 and either 
(i) D[X1, ...,Xn]/Qi is integral over D/(QiAR), or 
(ii) Qi=Vr-Qii=Pi, and if  PinD=(O), then D[XI, ...,Xn]/Pi is algebraic over D. 
Proof. That the stated conditions are necessary follows from (4.2) and (4.4). And 
by Theorem 1.4, to show they are sufficient, we need only show that each 
D[XI,...,Xn]/Qi=T~ is a strongly affine D-algebra. If T/ is integral over 
D/(QiAD), this is clear. If T/is not integral over D/(QiAD), then by hypothesis 
Qi =Pi. If PiAD= (0), Theorem 3.6 implies that T/is strongly affine over D, while 
if PiAD=#(O), [1, Corollary 1.4] or [29, Theorem A, p. 302] implies that T/ is 
strongly affine over the field D/(P i AD). 
We note the following extension of Theorem 4.5 for the case where R is a 
1-dimensional Noetherian universally Japanese ring. The proof is the same as that 
of 4.5. 
Theorem 4.6. Let  R be a 1-dimensional Noetherian universally Japanese ring and 
let I be an ideal of  the polynomial ring R[XI, ...,Xn]. I f  I=QIA. . .AQm is a 
primary decomposition, then T=R[XI, ..., Xn]/I is a strongly affine R-algebra if  
and only if each Qi has dimension <_ 1 and either 
(i) R[X1, ... ,Xn]/Qi is integral over R/(QiAR), or 
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(ii) Qi=V~i=Pi, and if  P inR  is nonmaximal in R, then R[XI , . . . ,Xn] /P i is 
algebraic over R/(PiAR). 
For an extension ring T of R and any element 0 of T, there is, of course, a 
canonical R-homomorphism ¢ : R[X] ~R[O] with ¢(X) = 0. It is natural to consider 
the ideal I=  ker ~ in R[X], and the content ideal of I in R - that is, the ideal of 
R generated by the coefficients of polynomials in I. We note the following conse- 
quence of Theorem 2.3. 
Proposition 4.7. I f  R[O] is a strongly affine extension of R, if  f) :R[X]-~R[0] is the 
canonical R-homomorphism with dp(X)= 0, and if I= ker ¢, then the content ideal 
of  I is either R or a finite intersection of maximal ideals of  R. 
Proof. Suppose the content ideal C of I is a proper ideal of R. We have I c  C[X] 
so that (R/C)[X] =R[X]/CR[X] =R[O]/CR[O]. By Proposition 1.1, (R/C)[X] is 
strongly affine over R/C. Hence Theorem 2.3 implies that R/C  is a finite direct sum 
of fields. Therefore C is a finite intersection of maximal ideals of R. 
With notation as in Proposition 4.7, if R is a non-Noetherian domain, then Pro- 
position 2.6 implies that I contains a linear polynomial of R[X]. 
Remark 4.8. One of our original goals related to the material in this section was to 
determine, for the ring of integers ~', necessary and sufficient conditions in order 
that Z[O] = Z[X] / I  be a strongly affine Z-algebra. Using Theorem 4.5, this is easily 
done. Let I= Q1 n. . .  N Qm be an irredundant primary decomposition of I. If Z[O] 
is a strongly affine Z-algebra, then IS(0)  and, for each Qi, ~ i  =Pi is either a 
maximal ideal of height two, or a nonmaximal principal prime ideal of 7/[X]. If Pi 
is maximal, then P inz  is maximal in Z, and z[X]/Qi is integral over  ~'/(QinT/). 
If Pi is principal, say Pi = (f/(X)), then Qi = (fi(X)) ei, for some positive integer el. 
By Theorem 4.5, Z[O] is a strongly affine Z-algebra if and only if each ( f (X ) )  such 
that e i > 1 contains a monic polynomial, or equivalently, each f/(X) such that e i > 1 
has leading coefficient 1 or -1 .  
If T is an extension ring of R and P is a prime ideal of R such that PT  n R = P, 
then the fiber over P in T is the ring (T/PT)u, where U--R \P .  The fact that T 
is strongly affine over R imposes tringent conditions on the fibers of T over R, as 
is indicated in the following result. 
Theorem 4.9. Assume that T is strongly affine over R and P is a prime ideal of  R 
such that PTAR =P. 
(1) I f  P has dimension >0, then the fiber over P in T is a O-dimensional 
Noetherian ring. In particular, there are only a finite number of  prime ideals of  T 
lying over P and there are no containment relations among these prime ideals. 
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(2) I f  P is maximal, then the fiber over P in T, T/PT, is a Noetherian ring of  
dimension <_ 1, and each nonmaximal prime of T /PT is its own primary component 
o f  (0). 
Proof. Proposition 1.1 shows that T/PT  is strongly affine over R/P. If P is max- 
imal, statement (2) follows from [1, Theorem 2.4]. Suppose that P has dimension 
> 0 and let Q be a prime ideal of T with Q A R = P. Then T/Q is strongly affine 
over R/P. If R/P  is non-Noetherian, then Corollary 2.7 implies that T/Q is con- 
tained in the quotient field of R/P. If R/P  is Noetherian, then (R/P, T/Q) is a 
Noetherian pair, so [28, Theorem 4] shows that the quotient field of T/Q is finite 
algebraic over the quotient field of R/P. Hence in either case a nonzero prime of 
T/Q has a nonzero contraction to R/P.  It follows that there are no containment 
relations among the primes of T lying over P. Therefore, if U=R \P,  then 
(T/PT)u is a 0-dimensional ring that is finitely generated over the field 
(R/P)v=Rp/PRp.  This completes the proof of statement (1), and hence of 
Theorem 4.9. 
We note the following corollary to Theorem 4.9. 
Corollary 4.10. I f  T is strongly affine over R, then dim T_ dim R + 1. 
In contrast with the situation given in (4.4), where R and T are Noetherian, for 
a non-Noetherian ring R it is possible to have T strongly affine over R and dim T 
any integer between 0 and dim R + 1. By taking R to be an appropriate valuation 
ring, we can obtain a strongly affine overring T such that dim T is any integer be- 
tween 0 and dim R, where dim R is any positive integer or dim R = oo. In the follow- 
ing example we show that dim R = n, dim T= n ÷ 1 is also possible. 
Example 4.11. Let L be a transcendental field extension of a field K and let 
V= L + M be a valuation ring of rank n with maximal ideal M. Consider the integral 
domain R=K+M,  and for te l  transcendental over K, let =Kit] +M. Since M is 
a common ideal of R and T, the rings between R and T correspond in a one-to-one 
inclusion-preserving way with the rings between K and K[t]. Therefore T is strongly 
affine over R. It is straightforward to check that dim R = n and dim T= n + 1; cf. 
[9, Exer. 12, p. 202]. 
In addition to the Noetherian condition on the fibers of a strongly affine exten- 
sion given in Theorem 4.9, we have the following result for arbitrary ideals. 
Theorem 4.12. I f  T is strongly affine over R and A c_ B are ideals of  T such that 
A AR =BAR,  then B/A is a Noetherian T-module. Moreover, i fB  c_ v~, then B/A 
is a Noetherian R-module. 
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Proof. By Proposition 1.1, T/A is strongly affine over R/(A NR). Therefore, by 
replacing R and T by R/(A NR) and T/A, we may reduce to the case where A = (0). 
With each ideal C c B of T, we associate the subring S = R + C = {r + c [ r e R, c e C } 
of T. If Cl < C2 c_ B are ideals of T, we observe that $1 = R + C 1 < R + C2 --- $2. It is 
clear that SI c__$2; and if xeC2\C I ,  then x¢S 1. For if x=r+y with r~R and 
YeCI ,  then x-y=reBnR=(O) ,  so that x=yeC1,  a contradiction. Since T is 
strongly affine over R, the rings between R and T satisfy the ascending chain condi- 
t ion (a.c.c.). Therefore a.c.c, holds for the ideals between A and B. It follows that 
B/A is a Noetherian T-module. If, in addition, B c v~,  then B n cA  for some 
positive integer n. With our above reduction to the case where A = (0), we need to 
show that if S = R + B is strongly affine over R, where B is a nilpotent ideal of S 
such that B n R = (0), then B is a Noetherian R-module. We proceed by induction 
on the smallest integer n such that B n = (0). If B 2 = (0), then the structure of B as 
an ideal of S = R + B is the same as the structure of B as an R-module. Hence in this 
case the fact that B is a Noetherian S-module implies that B is a Noetherian R- 
module. For the case where n > 2, it will suffice to show that B 2 and B/B 2 are 
Noetherian R-modules. The induction hypothesis implies that B 2 is a Noetherian 
R-module, and the case n = 2 applied to the strongly affine extension S/B 2 of R 
shows that B/B 2 is a Noetherian R-module. This completes the proof of Theorem 
4.12. 
5. Priifer domains and strongly affine extensions 
Corollary 2.7 states that for a non-Noetherian i tegral domain D, the only 
possible strongly affine extensions of D are overrings of D - that is, subrings of the 
quotient field K of D. In this section we investigate strongly affine overrings of D, 
mainly for the case where D is a Priifer domain. If D is a Priifer domain, then any 
finitely generated overring of D is an ideal transform of D, where for an ideal I of 
D the I-transform of D is the ring 
T= 0 I-n= {yeK:  y l  n C_D for some positive integer n}. 
n=l  
If D is Priifer and E =D[Xl, . . . ,  xn] is a finitely generated overring of D with the 
xi#:O, then E is the /-transform of D, where I=DnDx? ln . . .ODx~ 1 [16, p. 
145]. Moreover, the ideal I is invertible so that IE=E, and the ideals J of D such 
that JE = E are precisely the ideals J such that Ic_ x/J [10, p. 282]. This gives a one-to- 
one inclusion-reversing correspondence b tween the finitely generated overrings of 
D and the radical ideals o lD  of finite type, where a radical ideal A of a ring R is 
said to be of finite type if A is the radical of a finitely generated ideal. Since, as 
noted at the end of Section 1, a ring S is strongly affine over its subring R if and 
only if the ascending chain condition holds for intermediate rings, we can sum- 
marize the above observations as follows. 
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Theorem 5.1. Let D be a Priifer domain. 
O) I f  E = D[xl,..., xn] is an overring of  D with the xi ~ 0 and if  
I= Df'lDx~l f) ... f'lDx~ 1, 
then E is strongly affine over D if  and only if  the radical ideals of D/ I  of  finite type 
satisfy the descending chain condition (d. c. c.). 
(ii) Every finitely generated overring of  D is strongly affine over D i f  and only if  
for each nonzero finitely generated i eal I of  D, the radical ideals of  D / I  of  finite 
type satisfy d.c.c. 
To illustrate Theorem 5.1, we consider several examples. 
5.2. I f  V is a valuation ring, then any overring W of V has the form W= Vp, where 
P is a prime ideal of V, and W is strongly affine over V if  and only if the prime 
ideals of V that contain P satisfy d.c.c. 
5.3. For a valuation ring V with quotient field K, the following conditions are 
equivalent• 
O) Each affine overring of  V is strongly affine over V. 
(ii) For each nonzero prime ideal P of  V, the prime ideals of  V that contain P 
satisfy d.c.c. 
(iii) Each overring of V distinct from K is finitely generated over V. 
It follows that if V is a valuation ring with prime spectrum of the form (0)< 
Oo 
Pl < "'" <M= [-Jiffi~ Pi, then each affine overring of V is strongly affine over V, but 
V does not have Noetherian spectrum. On the other hand, if V' is a valuation ring 
with prime spectrum of the form (O)<P=~7=~Mi<.. .<M2<M 1, then V' has 
Noetherian spectrum and the quotient field of V' is affine, but not strongly affine, 
over V'. The two-dimensional Priifer domain R = k[X] +M given in Remark 1.9 
shows that a finitely generated overring of a finite-dimensional Pr0fer domain with 
Noetherian spectrum need not be strongly affine. We can obtain a general result, 
Corollary 5.6, along these lines. The proof of (5.6) uses two preliminary results. 
Lemma 5.4. Assume that Ol, • . . ,  O n are valuations on a field K and that 
y l , . . . , yneK are such that oi(Yi)<O for each i. There exist positive integers 
el, ...,en such that oi(y~+ ... +yen)<0 for each i. 
Proof. We show that el, e2, ..., e, can be chosen sequentially so that for 1 <_ k< n, 
the following condition is satisfied: if 1 <_i<n and if vi(Yj)<O for some j between 
• e 1 k 1 and k, then mln{vi(y ) )}j=l is attained exactly once on this set. For k= 1, we 
can choose e I = 1. If 1 <_k<_n and if el, ..., ek have been chosen so that the required 
condition is fulfilled, then we wish to choose ek+l SO that each o i that is negative 
,,ey ~ k + l on some yj, 1 <j<_k+ 1, attains its minimum exactly once on the set {~j sl . If 
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Oi(Yk+l)<O while oi(Yj)>_O for 1 <_j<_k, then any choice of ek+l works for oi. On 
the other hand, if i is such that oi(Yj)< 0 for some j between 1 and k, then there 
, • ej k Since exists at most one positive integer mi such that oi(Y'ffk~ 1)= mln{oi(y) }j= 1. 
the set of valuations oi is finite, we have to avoid only finitely many integers m i in 
choosing ek+l. With ek+l chosen positive and distinct from each mi, the set 
{ye~}~+l has the desired property. By induction we can choose el, ..., en, and for 
such integers ei, we have oi(y~'+ ." +yen)=min{oi(y~J)}'~<O for 1 <_i<_n. 
Proposition 5.5. I f  the ring R satisfies a.c.c, on prime ideals and d.c.c, on radical 
ideals, then Spec R is finite. 
Proof. We first observe that the following property (.) follows from d.c.c, on 
radical ideals in R. 
(,) There exists no infinite set {Pi}~' of pairwise incomparable prime ideals of R. 
To see this, we note that if (*) fails, then Pl > PI f]/'2 > Pl f) P2 f3 P3 >""  is an in- 
finite strictly decreasing sequence of radical ideals of R. 
Assume that Spec R is infinite. From (,) it follows that R has only finitely many 
maximal ideals. Hence, there exists a maximal ideal PI that contains infinitely 
many primes of R. Let $1 be the set of primes of R maximal with respect o the 
property of being properly contained in P~. The set $1 is nonempty since a.c.c, for 
primes holds in R, and (.) implies that Sl is finite. Hence, there exists P2 e $1 such 
that/'2 contains infinitely many primes of R. Continuing this process, we obtain an 
infinite strictly decreasing sequence P1 >P2 >""  of prime ideals of R, contrary to 
hypothesis. Hence, Spec R is finite, as asserted. 
Corollary 5.6. I f  D is a Priifer domain with Noetherian spectrum, then an affine 
overring E o lD  is strongly affine over D if and only if there are only a finite number 
of rings between D and E. Moreover, i rE is any affine overring of  D, then E = D[y] 
is a simple ring extension of  D. 
Proof. Since E is affine over D, there exists an invertible ideal I of D such that E 
is the/-transform ofD. Since Spec D is Noetherian, it follows that I has only finitely 
many minimal primes, say PI, ---, Pn. We have PiE = E, so there exists Yi e E \ Dpi, 
i= 1,... ,n. Lemma 5.4 shows that there exists yeE such that y~Dp, for each i. 
Thus, PiD[Y] =D[y] for each i. It follows that P1P2 ... PnD[y] =D[y],  and hence 
there exists a finitely generated i eal A _c PI "'" P ,  such that AD[y] = D[y]. Because 
Pl "'" Pn c vT, a power of A is contained in / ,  and hence IDly] =D[y] as well This 
implies that D[y] contains the ideal transform E of I, however, for if x~E,  then 
xe I  -k for some k, and hence xD[y]=xIkD[y] c D.D[y]=D[y] ,  implying that 
x ~ D[y]. Consequently, E = D[y]. 
It is clear that if there are only a finite number of rings between D and E, then 
E is strongly affine over D. Suppose that E is strongly affine over D, and let 
R = D/I, where I is an invertible ideal of D such that E is the/-transform of D. Since 
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Spec R is Noetherian, each radical ideal of R is of finite type. Thus, Theorem 5.1 
shows that R satisfies d.c.c, on radical ideals, and Proposition 5.5 implies that 
Spec R is finite. Therefore only finitely many radical ideals of D contain/,  and 
Theorem 5.1 shows that there are only a finite number of rings between D and E. 
For rings R c_ S, it does not follow in general that if there are only a finite number 
of rings between R and S, then S must be a simple ring extension of R. For example, 
let S be a Noetherian ring of the form k + M, where k is a finite field and M is a 
maximal ideal such that M/M E is not a cyclic S-module - for example, S = k[X, Y]. 
Then R = k +M 2 is such that S is not a simple extension ring of R, but there are 
only finitely many rings between R and S. Also, if Tis a finitely generated extension 
ring of R, the fact that for each element ~ T, R[t] is strongly affine over R does 
not imply, in general, that T is strongly affine over R. For example, one can take 
R=k,  a field, and T a polynomial ring k[X, Y], or T=k[X, Y]/(X2). 
Example 5.7. The proof of Corollary 5.6 has shown that if R is a ring such that the 
radical ideals of R of finite type satisfy d.c.c., then Spec R is finite if Spec R is 
Noetherian. Without the assumption that Spec R is Noetherian, this is no longer 
true, even for R a one-dimensional quasi-local ring. For example, if R is the ring 
given in [13, p. 6], namely, D=~n~K[[XI , . . . ,Xn]]  with K a field, and R= 
D/({XiX j : i ~ j  }), then every finitely generated proper ideal of R is contained in all 
but a finite number of the prime ideals of R. Therefore, the radical ideals of R of 
finite type satisfy d.c.c, even though R has an infinite number of minimal primes. 
Nonetheless, rings R with the above d.c.c, condition are rather restricted, as is 
indicated in the following. 
Proposition 5.8. I f  R is a ring such that the radical ideals of R of finite type satisfy 
d.c.c., then 
(i) R has only a finite number of maximal ideals; equivalently, there does not exist 
in R an infinite set {P/}~=l of prime ideals of R that are pairwise comaximal. 
(ii) No prime ideal of  R is an intersection of  prime ideals that properly contain 
it. In particular, R satisfies d.c.c, on prime ideals. 
Proof. (i) Suppose {Pi} is an infinite set of pairwise comaximal prime ideals of R. 
Since PI + P2 = R, there exists xl ~ P1 and x2 e P2 such that Xl + x2 = 1. Then at least 
one of Xl and x2, say xl, is such that infinitely many of the Pi do not contain xl. 
If {Qi} is an infinite subset of {Pi} such that Xl is not in Qi for each i, then 
repeating the above we find an element Yl that is in some Qi, but is such that in- 
finitely many of the Qi do 'not contain y~. A simple induction argument therefore 
gives a chain (xl)> (xlYl)> "-- of principal ideals of R for which the radicals of 
these principal ideals strictly descend. 
(ii) Suppose that there exists a prime ideal P of R such that P = ~ Pa, where the 
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P~ are prime ideals of R that properly contain P. Let P1 ~ {Pa} and choose 
Xl e P1 \ P- There exists P2 ~ {Pa } such that x I ¢ P2- We can choose x 2 e P2 \ P, and 
then continue this process since there exists P3 e {Pa} such that both xl and x2 are 
not in P3. Taking x3 e P3\  P and continuing, we obtain by induction a chain 
(Xl) > (xlx2) > (XlXEX3) > --- of principal ideals of R such that the radicals of these 
principal ideals strictly descend. 
Part (i) of Proposition 5.8 implies that for any Prfifer domain D, a strongly affine 
overring of D is a simple ring extension of D. Also using (5.8i), we are able to 
replace the hypothesis in Corollary 5.6 that Spec D is Noetherian by the less restric- 
tive assumption that D satisfies a.c.c, on prime ideals, and obtain the following 
sharper esult. 
Corollary 5.9. I f  D is a Priifer domain satisfying a.c.c, on prime ideals, then an af- 
fine overring E of  D is strongly affine over D if and only if there are only a finite 
number of  rings between D and E. For any Priifer domain D, if E is strongly affine 
over D, then E=D[y] is a simple ring extension o lD .  
Proof. Let I be an invertible ideal of D such that E is the/-transform of D. Since 
D is a Priifer domain, the minimal primes of I are pairwise comaximal. If E is 
strongly affine over D, Proposition 5.80) implies that I has only a finite number of 
minimal primes Pl, .-. ,Pn- Then, as in the proof of (5.6), there exists Yi ¢E  \ Dpi, 
and y=yel'+ .'. + ye~ such that E=D[y]. 
It remains to show that if D satisfies a.c.c, on prime ideals and E is strongly affine 
over D, then there are only a finite number of rings between D and E. By Theorem 
5.1, the radical ideals of R =D/ !  that are of finite type satisfy d.c.c. Since D is a 
Priifer domain, the minimal primes of any ideal of R =D/ I  are pairwise co- 
maximal. Proposition 5.8(i) implies that ideals in R have only a finite number of 
minimal primes. Since R satisfies a.c.c, on prime ideals, it follows that Spec R is 
Noetherian. Therefore, each radical ideal of R is the radical of a finitely generated 
ideal, so that R also satisfies d.c.c, on radical ideals, and Spec R is a finite set. By 
Theorem 5.1, there are only a finite number of rings between D and E. 
We remark that the valuation ring V with prime ideal structure (0) < Pl < P2 <""  
Oo 
Ui=I Pi =M mentioned after (5.3) shows that without the hypothesis of a.c.c, on 
prime ideals in Corollary 5.9, it can happen that there exists an infinite number of 
rings between a Prtifer domain and a strongly affine overring. 
The structure of Prtifer domains with a.c.c, on prime ideals such that each affine 
overring is strongly affine may be characterized as follows. 
Corollary 5.10. Let D be a Prfifer domain with a.c.c, on prime ideals. Each affine 
overring o lD  is strongly affine over D if and only if each nonzero ideal o lD  is con- 
tained in only a finite number of  prime ideals of  D. 
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Proof. Apply Corollary 5.9 and Theorem 5.1. 
Assume that D is an integral domain with quotient field K. Papick in [25] (see 
also [26]) considers the condition that each overring of D is finitely generated over 
D. In our terminology, this is the condition that K is strongly affine over D. Papick 
shows in Proposition 1 of [25] that this condition implies that each overring of D 
has only finitely many maximal ideals, and that the integral closure of D is an open 
Prfifer domain 3. For D integrally closed, it is shown in [25, Theorem 2] that K is 
strongly affine over D if and only i fD  is an open Prfifer domain. In connection with 
these results of Papick, it seems natural to ask for conditions on D in order that 
each affine overring of D is strongly affine over D. We note first the following. 
Lemma 5.11. I f  D has the property that each affine overring of D is strongly affine 
over D, then so also do the domains D u and D/P for any multiplicative system U 
or prime ideal P of D. 
Proof. Since each affine overring of D is strongly affine over D if and only if D[1/d] 
is strongly affine over D for each d~:0 in D, the result follows from well known 
structure properties of localization and residue class formation. 
The work of Wadsworth on Noetherian pairs [28, 29] yields the following char- 
acterization of Noetherian domains for which each affine overring is strongly 
affine. 
Proposition 5.12. I f  D is a Noetherian domain, then each affine overring of D is 
strongly affine over D if and only if dim D_< 1, and for each maximal ideal M of 
D, the integral closure of D M is a finite DM-module. 
Proof. That the conditions are necessary follows from [29, Theorem A, p. 302]. Suf- 
ficiency follows from Proposition 1.8 and Corollary 3.8. 
Remark 5.13. As remarked in Example 1.10, if D is a 1-dimensional Noetherian do- 
main such that for each maximal ideal M of D, the integral closure of DM is a finite 
DM-module, it need not follow that the integral closure of D is a finite D-module 
[23, Example 8, p. 211]. 
In contrast with the Noetherian case, we give an example of a l-dimensional do- 
main D such that the integral closure E of D is a Priifer domain and a finite D- 
module, but E is not strongly affine over D. 
3 For a Priifer domain D, openness i equivalent to the assertion that D has only finitely many maxi- 
mal ideals and the prime ideals of D M satisfy d.c.c, for each maximal ideal M of D. 
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Example 5.14. Let k be a field that is not algebraically closed, and let k(O) be a pro- 
per algebraic extension field. Let V 0 denote the valuation ring k[[X]]. In an 
algebraic closure L of the quotient field of V 0, let Yl be an element such that 
y2 = X, and for each positive integer n, let Yn + 1 e L be such that 2 Y n + 1 = Yn" Then 
Vn k[[Yn]] is a valuation ring and VncVn+l, sothat  =[_J,=~V, isa l lsoavalua-  
tion ring. We note that V,,[O]=k(O)I[Yn]]. It follows that V[0]=[.Jn**=~ Vn[O ] is 
again a valuation ring and is the integral closure of V in the finite algebraic exten- 
sion field generated by 0. We take D = V[OX]. Clearly D is 1-dimensional with in- 
tegral closure E = D[O] = V[O], a valuation ring and a finite D-module. But the in- 
termediate ring D[{OYn}n~l] is not a finite D-module, for OYn+l eD[OYI, ..., OYn] 
for each n. 
Our next two lemmas are in preparation for showing that i fD  is an integrally clos- 
ed domain and if each affine overring of D is strongly affine over D, then D is a 
Priifer domain. 
Lemma 5.15. I f  each affine overring of D is strongly affine over 19, then for any 
nonmaximal prime ideal P of D, the integral closure of  De is a Priifer domain. 
Proof. Let E be the integral closure of Dp. To show that E is a Priifer domain, it 
will suffice to show for each maximal ideal M of E and each overring R of E, that 
there is at most one member of a chain of prime ideals of R lying over M [9, 
Theorem (19.15), p. 241]. Since Mf'IDp=PDp, Mf ' )D=P, and it will suffice to 
show that there can not exist in R prime ideals QI < Q2 both lying over P in D. Sup- 
pose such an R exists and let t e Q2\ Q1. Then Q1ND[t] < Q2ND[t], which means 
that the fiber over P in D[t] has dimension >0. This contradicts Theorem 4.9. We 
conclude that E is a Priifer domain. 
Lemma 5.16. Let P be a nonzero prime ideal of an integral domain D. Assume that 
there exists yeP ,  y~O, such that D[y -1 ] is a Priifer domain. I f  Dp is not a valua- 
tion ring, then there exists teD[y  -l ] \ D such that neither t nor t -I is in Dp. 
Proof. If there exists teDp[y - l ] \Dp  such that t - l~Dp,  then there exists 
d e D \ P such that dt e D[y- 1 ] and neither dt nor (dt)- 1 is in Dp. Hence in proving 
the lemma, we may assume that D is quasi-local with maximal ideal P. Suppose 
there does not exist such an element . If a e D and yne aD for some positive iin- 
teger n, then b/aeD[y  -1] for all beD.  If beaD, then b/aeD[y  -1] \D ,  So we 
must have a/b e Dp= D. Therefore the principal ideals of D that contain yn are 
linearly ordered with respect o inclusion, and if b~ (yn), then yne bD. It follows 
n that Q= ~n=l(Y ) is a prime ideal and D[y -1 ] =DQ. Since D[y -1 ] is a Prtifer do- 
main, D[y  -1 ] =DQ is a valuation ring. To show that D=Dp is a valuation ring, it 
remains to show that if (a) and (b) are principal ideals of D contained in Q, then 
one of them is contained in the other. Since Do ` is a valuation ring, either a e bDQ, 
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or b e aDQ, and by symmetry we may assume that a e bDQ. Then ay n = bd for some 
deD.  If de(yn) ,  then ae(b).  If d~(yn) ,  then yne(d)  and be(a). We conclude 
that non-existence of t implies that De is a valuation ring. 
Theorem 5.17. Let D be an integrally closed domain. I f  each affine overring of  D 
is strongly affine over D, then D is a Priifer domain. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 5.11, we may assume that D is quasi-local with maximal 
ideal P. We wish to show that D is a valuation ring, and we may assume that P:~ (0). 
Let yeP ,  y#:O. Lemma 5.15 implies that D[y -l ] is a Priifer domain. Suppose that 
D is not a valuation ring. By Lemma 5.16, there exists t I eD[y  -1 ] \D  such that 
t? 1 ~D. It follows that PD[tl] is a nonmaximal prime of D[tl] and is the intersec- 
tion of the maximal ideals of D[t I ] that contain it [31, p. 20]. Let D 1 be the integral 
closure of D[tl] and let Pl be a prime ideal of Dl such that PlND[tl] =PD[h]. 
Then P1 is a nonmaximal prime of Dl and is the intersection of maximal ideals of 
D l [22, (5.E)ii, iii]. Since D[y -1 ] is integrally closed, D1 c_D[y-I], which is strong- 
ly affine over D so that D1 is finitely generated as a D-algebra. Therefore ach af- 
fine overring of Dl is strongly affine over Dl. Let {Ma} be the set of maximal 
ideals of Dl that contain Pl,  and let U1 =Dl \ ([.JMa). Then the maximal ideals of 
El = (Dl)v~ are of the form MaE 1 . Hence E1 is a Priifer domain if each (DI)Ma is 
a valuation ring. But El[y -I ] is strongly affine over El, and y is contained in in- 
finitely many maximal ideals of El. Hence, by Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 5.8, 
E~ is not Priifer. We conclude that there exists a maximal ideal M1 of D 1 such that 
PI c M1 and (DOM~ is not a valuation ring. 
Lemma 5.16 implies that there exists t2 e D! [y- l ]  \ DI such that neither t2 nor 
t21 is in (Dl)g~. Thus MiDl[t  2] is a nonmaximal prime of Dl[t2] and is the in- 
tersection of the maximal ideals of Dl [t2] that contain it. Let D E be the integral 
closure of Dl[t2], and let P2 be a prime ideal of DE such that P2NDI[t2]= 
MiDl[t2]. We have D2CD[y-1], and if {Ms} is the set of maximal ideals of DE 
that contain/)2, U2 =D2 \ (UMa) and E2 = (DE)us, then repeating the above argu- 
ment, we see that E2 is not Priifer. Hence, there exists a maximal ideal M2 of/92 
such that P2c_M2 and (D2)M2 is not a valuation ring. Lemma 5.16 implies the ex- 
istence of a t3eD2[y -l] \D2 such that neither t3 nor t~ -1 is in (DE)M2. Let D3 be 
the integral closure of D2[t3]. It is clear that by induction we can construct in this 
manner Dn for each positive integer n such that D<D 1 <D 2 < .-- _ D[y -1 ]. But this 
contradicts the fact that D[y -~ ] is strongly affine over D. We conclude that D is 
a Priifer domain. 
Corollary 5.18. I f  each affine overring of  D is strongly affine over D, and i f  for  each 
maximal ideal M o f  19, the integral closure of  D M is a finite Dg-module, then the 
integral closure o f  D is a Priifer domain. 
Remark 5.19. It would be interesting to know whether Corollary 5.18 is still true 
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without he hypothesis that the integral closure of DM is a finite D M-mOdule. This is 
true for a 1-dimensional integral domain D, as can be seen using [25, Proposition 1 ]. 
6. Transitivity properties for Noetherian pairs or strongly affine extensions 
If R, S, and T are Noetherian rings with S/R and T/S strongly affine, it need not 
follow that T/R is strongly affine or even that (R, T) is a Noetherian pair. For ex- 
ample, if R is a field, S is the polynomial ring R[X], and T is the finite integral ex- 
tension S[Y]/(Y 2) of S, then (R, T) is not a Noetherian pair, for Tis a polynomial 
ring over R[Y]/(Y 2) so Theorem 2.3 implies that there exists a non-Noetherian 
ring between R[Y]/(Y 2) and T. 
If (R, S) and (S, T) are Noetherian pairs of integral domains with R and T of 
dimension _< 1, then (R, T) can fail to be a Noetherian pair in the following ways 
[28, p. 207]: 
(1) R and S are fields and the quotient field of T is of transcendence d gree two 
over R. 
(2) R and S are fields with S/R infinite algebraic and the quotient field of T is 
transcendental over S. 
(3) R is not a field, S is a field and either (i) T is a field with T/S infinite algebraic, 
or (ii) the quotient field of T is transcendental over S. 
For R and T of dimension ___2, Wadsworth in [28, Theorem 16] shows that if 
(R, S) and (S, T) are what he calls 'normal' Noetherian pairs, then (R, T) is again 
a normal Noetherian pair. A Noetherian pair (R, S) is normal if there exists a finite 
integral extension R1 of R such that S c_/~. From results of Ferrand and Raynaud 
[8] and Matijevic [21], it follows that there exist Noetherian pairs that are not nor- 
mal. Ferrand and Raynaud [8, Prop. 3.3] give an example of a 2-dimensional local 
domain R such that the integral closure R is again local and is not a finite R-module, 
but/~ = N {Rp:P is a height-one prime of R}. Using the 'going-up' theorem for in- 
tegral extensions, it follows that any finite integral extension RI of R has no low 
maximal ideals so that RI=/~ 1. A theorem of Matijevic [21, p. 50] shows that 
(R, R) is a Noetherian pair, and hence an example of a Noetherian pair that is not 
normal. The following example shows that transitivity of the strongly affine proper- 
ty for Noetherian domains R < S < T falls in general. 
Example 6.1. Let V be a rank-one discrete valuation ring with quotient field K such 
that the integral closure W of V in a finite algebraic field extension L of K is not 
a finitely generated V-module (see, for example, [20, Theorem 100]). Then K/V and 
L/K are strongly affine extensions, but L is not a strongly affine extension of V. 
Two situations in which we do have transitivity of the strongly affine property 
are described in the next result. 
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Proposition 6.2. Assume that R c_ S c_ T, where R is Noetherian. 
(1) I f  S/R is a finite integral extension and if T/S is strongly affine, then T/R 
is strongly affine. 
(2) I f  R, S, and T are domains with the same quotient field, i f  S/R is strongly 
affine, and if  T/S is a finite integral extension, then T/R is strongly affine. 
Proof. To prove (1), take a ring U between R and T. Then U[S] is a finite integral 
extension of U and is also a finitely generated S-algebra since T/S is strongly affine. 
Since S/R is affine, U[S] is a finitely generated R-algebra. Hence by the Artin-Tate 
Lemma, U is a finitely generated R-algebra. 
In (2), take U as above. The hypothesis implies that there exists re  R, r~:0, such 
that rTc_ S. Then rUc_ UAS, which is affine over R, hence Noetherian. Thus rU is 
a Noetherian (unS)-module, so U is also a Noetherian (uns)-module. In par- 
ticular, U is a finite integral extension of uns ,  and U is affine over R. 
For integral domains, Wadsworth proved in [28, Theorem 13] the analogue of (1) 
of Proposition 6.2 for Noetherian pairs, and his proof generalizes to rings. To wit, 
if S/R is a finite integral extension and if (S, T) is a Noetherian pair, then (R, T) 
is a Noetherian pair. The proof is as in Proposition 6.2, with Eakin's Theorem [7, 
Theorem 2] used rather than the Artin-Tate Lemma. 
Example 6.1 shows that (2) of Proposition 6.2 fails for Noetherian domains R, 
S, T if the hypothesis that T and R have the same quotient field is dropped. The 
Noetherian pair analogue of (2) was proved by Itoh in [19, Lemma 4]. With the ad- 
ditional hypothesis that R is universally Japanese, we show that examples uch as 
that given in (6.1) do not occur. For this purpose we use the following result. 
Proposition 6.3. (1) I f  (R, T) is a Noetherian pair of  integral domains and R is 
Japanese, then T is Japanese. 
(2) I f  (R, T) is a Noetherian pair of  rings and R is universally Japanese, then T 
is universally Japanese. 
Proof. (1) If Tis not algebraic over R, then R is a field [28, Theorem 4], and i fXe  T 
is transcendental over R, then R[X] is Japanese and we may replace R by R[X]. 
With this reduction, if K and L are the quotient fields of R and T, then L /K  is a 
finite algebraic field extension. By replacing R with the integral closure of R in T, 
we may reduce to the case where R is integrally closed in T, and then Tc ~ [28, 
Theorem 10]. Let F be a finite algebraic field extension of L and let R* and T* 
denote the integral closure in L of R and 7', respectively. We observe that T* c_ R*. 
Thus, let M be a prime ideal of R* of height > 1. Then P=MAR has height >1, 
so Tc_ Rp. Hence T* is contained in RR\ p, the integral closure of Rp in F, which 
is contained in R~t. It follows that T*_c/~*. Consider T[R*]. Then R'c_ T[R*] c 
T*c/~*. By a result of Davis [6, p. 103], T[R*] is integrally closed. Hence 
T[R*] = T*. Since R is Japanese, R* is a finitely generated R-module. Therefore 
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T* is a finitely generated T-module. This completes the proof that T is Japanese. 
To prove (2), assume that R is universally Japanese and let Q be a prime ideal of 
T. Then (R/(Q n R), T/Q) is a Noetherian pair of integral domains where R/(Q n R) 
is Japanese. Therefore, T/Q is Japanese by (1). Hence T is universally Japanese. 
Corollary 6.4. Assume that R c_ S c_ T are integral domains, where R is Noetherian, 
Japanese, and of dimension > 2. 
(1) I f  (R, S) and (S, T) are Noetherian pairs, then so is (R, T). 
(2) I f  S/R and T/S are strongly affine, then so is T/R. 
Proof. (1) Follows from Proposition 6.3 and Theorem 16 of [28]. (2) follows from 
(1) and Theorem 3.6. 
Corollary 6.5. Assume that R c_ S c_ Tare rings, where R is Noetherian and universal- 
ly Japanese, and dim(T/P)>_ 2 for each minimal prime P of T. 
(1) I f  (R, S) and (S, T) are Noetherian pairs, then (R, T) is a Noetherian pair if 
and only if the nilradical of  T is a finitely generated R-module. 
(2) I f  S/R and T/S are strongly affine, then T/R is strongly affine if and only 
if the nilradical of  T is a finitely generated R-module. 
Proof. (1) The necessity of the condition that the nilradical N of T should be a 
finitely generated R-module follows from [19, Lemma 5]. Conversely, assume that 
N is a finitely generated R-module. If P is a minimal prime of T, Corollary 6.4 
shows that (R / (PAR) ,  T/P) is a Noetherian pair. It follows from [12, Theorem 1.5] 
that (R, T) is a Noetherian pair. 
(2) If T/R is strongly affine, then (R, T) is a Noetherian pair, so N is a finitely 
generated R-module by (1). Conversely, if N is a finitely generated R-module, then 
(R/T) is a Noetherian pair. Therefore, by Corollary 3.7, T is strongly affine over R. 
The example mentioned at the beginning of this section - where R is a field, 
S = R[X], and T= S[ Y I/(y2) _ shows that in Corollary 6.5, N need not be finitely 
generated as an R-module. 
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Note added in proof 
We remark that R. Kumar in J. Math. Kyoto Univ. 23 (1983) 643-647, has given 
an example similar to Example 1.10. 
